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Airbiquity: Proven Leader and Trusted Partner

Airbiquity is a global leader in connected car service delivery and pioneer in the development and engineering of
automotive telematics technology. We lead the industry in automotive telematics deployments worldwide, and
maintain established business partnerships with the most influential ecosystem players across the automotive
and telematics industries. Airbiquity has the deployment-proven technology, platform, services, and expertise to
make your connected car program a success.
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Most People See a Car. We See a User Experience

Today’s tech-savvy drivers increasingly expect their cars to seamlessly deliver useful features and services,
personalized content, popular applications, and over-the-air updates just like their other mobile devices. In other
words, they see their cars as an extension of their digital lifestyles and electronics experiences—not just a means
of getting from one place to the next. But behind the scenes, cutting-edge connected car programs rely on a
dizzying array of specialized telematics technologies, cloud platforms, extended ecosystems, and back-end
management tools to ensure reliable and manageable service delivery 24/7 anywhere around the world.
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At the Center of the Connected Car Ecosystem with our Customers and Partners
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Deployment Proven Connected Car Service Provider
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TECHNOLOGIES

Airbiquity is a global leader in connected car service delivery and pioneer in the development and engineering of
automotive telematics technology. We offer automotive customers a comprehensive product portfolio, unmatched
software development and integration expertise, and the industry's most advanced, deployment-proven connected
car service delivery platform: Choreo™.
®
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• Over 25 million vehicles licensed with Airbiquity technology
• Over 7 million vehicles subscribed to the Choreo platform
• Over 5 million vehicle over-the-air (OTA) software updates
• Service availability in 60+ countries and 30+ languages
• 1st Cloud-based service delivery platform deployment
• 1st Global Infotainment delivery program deployment

Tier 1 Suppliers

• 1st Regional fuel management fleet deployment
• 1st Global electric vehicle program deployment

Our Cloud or Yours

Choreo’s open architecture and platform services were designed to enable end-to-end service delivery or component level integration into existing programs and multi-party cloud environments. In addition to managed service
depoyments, Airbiquity also supports dedicated server integrations into customer managed data centers.
Airbiquity Cloud

Multi-Party Clouds
OR

Manageability that Scales

Working in partnership with Airbiquity, our customers build, deploy, and scale highly manageable connected car
services meeting the safety, convenience, information, and entertainment needs of their customers around the
world—as well as the back-end service management and operational needs of their own businesses.

Service Management Offerings

• Service Management: Foundational service integration, deployment, and control
• OTAmatic : Orchestrated and automated OTA software update and data management
®

• Fleet Management: Commercial fleet operation and efficiency optimization

Service Delivery Offerings

• Intelligent Vehicle: Driving centric services powered by data and analytics
• Safety & Security: Crisis, convenience, and security assistance
• Infotainment Delivery: Personalized entertainment, news, and information content
• Electric Vehicle: Electric, PHEV, and hybrid driving efficiency
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